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Mathematical Modeling of Tick-Borne Encephalitis
Amanda Lea Kriesel, Michael Meyer, & Geoffrey Peterson

Abstract
Tick-Borne Encephalitis is a virus that affects one's nervous system and is transmitted from tick to human through tick bite. In recent years, the number of cases of tick-borne encephalitis in Europe has been increasing. This mathematical biological model of Tick-Borne Encephalitis was created in order to further our understanding of such phenomenon, as well as study the relationship between vectors and their hosts. Specifically, we will investigate the population model of ticks in certain regions and its correlation to tick-borne encephalitis infections in the region.

Introduction
How far should a government go to prevent a disease? Tick-borne encephalitis (TBE) is a neurological disease that is transmitted to humans through a vector or host. Ticks receive the infection by interacting with a host such as a rodent or mouse and then pass it on to a human host and infecting that human. Ticks are not affected by TBE and they show no signs of being infected when they have the disease. However, when humans have the disease they can suffer lasting effects and in some cases death (Chapter 4 – Malaria - Yellow Book.)

Since humans can die from this disease, it should be of interest to the general public and it was one of the reasons this topic was chosen to model. This is also an interesting topic because of the need to consider how to create a model for a disease that is transmitted through a vector. Transmission through a vector means that the disease must be passed indirectly through a carrier such as a tick or mosquito instead of being transmitted through human to human contact as is the case with most diseases.

For European countries, Austria at one point had the highest number of deaths occur due to TBE (Kunz, 1.) For many places there is limited to no data found about TBE but a lot of information about TBE can be found from Austria because Austria has implemented a 26-year vaccination program. Since Austria provides good data, parameters similar to that will be used in this model; it is how the data and parameters were decided. If this model can correctly match the data that is shown in Austria then the model will be a useful model for other regions. This model used specific parameters (which will be explained later) but the overall equations and model used can be assumed relatively accurate for the parameters of any region. This model will help in understanding the effectiveness of a country implementing a vaccination program because it will be a good estimate to predicting the number of cases of TBE.

Objectives
- Create a tick-borne encephalitis disease model for human and tick populations.
- Experiment with controls such as vaccination, no vaccination and tick density control.

Assumptions
For mathematical models assumptions are made to simplify the model. These assumptions may or may not be true but if they are assumed true, they should not
severely change the outcome of the model. For our model we had four basic assumptions.

- There is no vertical transmission of the disease between humans and ticks which means that a person infected with TBE cannot pass it on to their offspring.
- There is no re-immunization needed after full immunity is reached for humans.
- There is no tick immunity because ticks do not get treated for the disease and their lifespan is short enough where there is not time to consider immunity.
- There are equal birth and death rates for ticks and so the population of ticks is constant.

**Description of the Mathematical Model**

Many diseases are modeled through what is called an S.I.R. (Susceptible, Infected, and Recovered) Model. An S.I.R. model is a very basic disease model for regular human to human transmitted disease. For our vector borne disease we altered the standard S.I.R model to fit the demands of our model. Our model is a modified version of an S.I.R. model which shows how TBE acts in both humans and ticks.

This model consists of a total of six compartments of population densities. Two are used to represent tick densities and four are used to represent human population densities. Human compartments include: susceptible (S), infected (N), partially immune (P), and completely immune (M). Tick compartments include susceptible (K) and infected (I). Movement from compartment to compartment is restricted to respective species. This means that humans cannot move in the model from human compartment to the tick compartment or vice versa. An example of this would be a member of the “susceptible tick” population entering into the “infected tick” population which does not occur in real life.

The diagram (diagram 1) below was created to serve as a visual for understanding our model. The arrows show what compartments interact with each other. Notice that there is only one arrow that goes from a tick compartment to a human compartment. This is because the disease travels through infected ticks to susceptible humans.
Table 1 (illustrated below) shows the differential equations that were created and used for this model. These differential equations were created using the rapid prototype or model diagram as a basis. Further understanding of the origin of these equations requires background in mathematical modeling and differential equations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Human Equations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\frac{dS}{dt} = b(S+N+M+P) + oP - \frac{aS*I}{(S+M+N+P)} - vS - dS$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\frac{dN}{dt} = \frac{aS<em>I}{(S+M+N+P)} + hP - f</em>N - N*(d+r)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\frac{dP}{dt} = vS - P*(o + h + d + q)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\frac{dM}{dt} = f<em>N + q</em>P - d*M$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\frac{dI}{dt} = K<em>l - I</em>e$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\frac{dI}{dt} = c*(K + I) - K*(e + l)$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ticks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\frac{dK}{dt} = K<em>I - I</em>e$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\frac{dK}{dt} = c*(K + I) - K*(e + l)$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1

As Table 1 shows the only representation of an interaction between ticks and humans occurs at $\frac{a*S*I}{(S+M+N+P)}$. This represents infected tick density and susceptible human density combining at the rate of infection to determine the number of infected humans for a particular time stop.

**Parameters**

Table 2 (below) shows the parameters that were chosen.

Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rate</th>
<th>Figure Used</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Human Birth Rate (b)</td>
<td>0.012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human Death Rate (d)</td>
<td>0.009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human Infection Rate (a)</td>
<td>0.00003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vaccination Rate</td>
<td>0.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rate of Humans who become Partially Immune (o)</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rate of Partially Immune who become Infected (h)</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TBE Death Rate (r)</td>
<td>0.011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TBE Recovery Rate (r)</td>
<td>0.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rate of Partially Immune reaching full immunity (q)</td>
<td>0.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tick Birth Rate (c)</td>
<td>0.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tick Death Rate (d)</td>
<td>0.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tick Rate of Infection</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Starting Population Densities</td>
<td>Figure Used</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Due to the lack of certain data, some parameters were not able to be set with much precision. Parameters were set as close to the data retrieved from Austria’s 26-year vaccination program as possible. Actual figures and statistics for Austria’s program vary slightly from source to source but the most commonly came across values from the more credible sources are the assumed actual figures. However, it should be noted that the actual figures are taken estimates from a variety of sources which can all be found in the resources portion of this document. The birth rate is represented by (b) and the death rate is represented by (d). The chosen values for these rates are indeed variable in a true model of Austria’s population growth, but these figures were very close to actual figures. The end result of the model retrieved a density growth that was accurate over a period of 26 years so the estimation of the growth rates seems reasonable. Two very critical parameters that had to be estimated were tick infection rate (a) and vaccination rate (v). In the case of tick infection rate, the parameter was chosen because it retrieved the most realistic output, given the density of ticks that was chosen for this experiment. To match Austria’s current data, the vaccination rate had to be set at a number that would achieve roughly 88% immunity (both partial and complete) over 26 time periods. After humans are vaccinated, some do not complete the three-stage vaccination. To represent those humans in the model, (o) was used and the parameter chosen was the best estimate for this group. Also, partially immune people can still be infected, and (h) was set up as a parameter to track that. There have, however, been no cases of partially immune people becoming infected. Thus, (h) was left at 0 for all experiments. Also, the death rate for infected humans due to encephalitis is rather low, and once recovered, humans are considered completely immune. This recovery rate was tracked with (f). The death rate due to infection was represented by (r). The final human parameter is (q) and it is the rate of partially immune humans completing their immunization.

Tick population density was considered to be constant, and as such, the birth rate (c) and the death rate (e) were set at equal values. Rate of infection within the tick community was a difficult parameter to set. A low number was used that, together with (a) and infected-tick density, would retrieve desired results. Starting population densities were as follows. For the chosen parameters of the starting susceptible human and tick densities, human density was set at 1/1000 of the population density of Austria in 1981, at the introduction of its national vaccination program. The mean Tick/Human ratio was 13.16, which is much lower than many forested and grassland regions in the considered area but it is much higher that many urban or rural areas.
Results

Figure 1 shows the results of the experiment with said parameters, with the exception of the vaccination rate (v) at 0. This was a control experiment to make an attempt at emulating the status quo of infection in Austria until 1981. The results were very close, as infected humans reach an endemic, meaning that it is found often in this

\[
\frac{dU}{dt} = g*U*(1-(U/20000))
\]

\[
\frac{dS}{dt} = a*S*(U*.1)/(S+M+N+P)
\]
area, level at around 0.7 (this translates to roughly 700 cases per 7.6 million people; Austria, by contrast, had 677 reported TBE cases in 1981). Figure 2 shows the result of the second experiment which introduces a vaccination. The results suggest a close to endemic level of infection that matched Austria’s reported results rather closely (the model suggests about 40 cases of TBE, Austria reported 45 in 2007). Finally, figure 3 shows the third experiment which looks at a tick-density control. It should be noted that for this, a logistic growth model was used for tick population which is a standard model that creates a maximum value for the tick population. A constant rate of infected ticks (0.1) was used. The starting population of ticks was still set to 100,000, but the population was reduced negatively until it reached a population of 20,000 which models a death in ticks because the tick density control is in place for this experiment. The growth rate (g) was set to 0.33. The results of this experiment yielded a somewhat similar but faster and more effective result at decreasing the number of humans with TBE than the vaccination experiment. Infected humans drop to almost 0 and susceptible humans to below 2,000.

Sensitivity Analysis

It is appropriate to consider the sensitivity of parameters and initial conditions that is either more important or less known in the system of equations to be paramount to others. Hence, the sensitivity of some parameters is not considered. The most sensitive parameter in our model is the infection rate (a), and it is also the least known parameter. If we change this parameter from 0.00003 to 0.00004, the endemic level of infected humans over 26 time periods goes from 0.07 to 0.09 (with vaccination rate held at 0). This is an increase of 200 cases. The next most sensitive parameter is the vaccination rate (v). Raising the vaccination rate from 0.22 to 0.32 changes the number of TBE cases to about 30 and the number of completely immune humans to about 7,900. Another unknown is the population of ticks. Our model uses a constant population of 100,000. If we change that population to 200,000, we see that infected human cases levels off at about 1,400, or roughly double the amount of cases.

Conclusion

Thousands of people each year are infected with tick-borne encephalitis, with the majority of those recovering (Kunz, 1.) However, not everyone infected with the disease fully recovers and a small number of cases lead to death. There are vaccinations that are very effective in preventing tick-borne encephalitis; in some studies almost 99% effective (Kunz, 1.) This model focused a lot of attention on the country of Austria. Austria has shown what an aggressive vaccination program can do to reduce the number of cases of tick-borne encephalitis.

The number of cases of tick-borne encephalitis in the endemic regions of Europe and Asia has been on the rise. The nature of the disease makes it difficult to eliminate. Eliminating the original host or reducing the population of ticks is not realistic, possible, or even something that would be considered.

One conjecture is that vaccination will yield the best results for fighting this disease, along with good education programs for people who live in or visit the endemic regions and for people who will be visiting the endemic regions. This model projects that without vaccination the only result will be a larger number of people infected with TBE.
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